
 

How to Use this Resource 
 

Welcome to the Pulitzer Center’s home for free episodes of The New York Times series, 

“The Weekly,” and associated curriculum. This document is intended to help you 

navigate this resource to use these videos and lesson plans in your class. If you have 

questions or would like support, please reach out to education@pulitzercenter.org. 
 

What does this resource contain? 

 

1. Every episode can be found in the folder “The Weekly - All Episodes.” 

2. Pulitzer Center curriculum for select episodes of “The Weekly” can be found in 

folders titled according to the featured episode, i.e. “Baby Constantin.” 

 

How do I navigate this resource? 

 

1. If you want to watch a video or read a PDF...double click on it. 

2. If you want to download a video or PDF...double click on it, then click the 

“...” button at the top right, and select “Download.” 

3. If you want to view a lesson plan in your web browser...visit the 

permanent home of these curricular materials at pulitzercenter.org/theweekly. 
4. If you want to interact with other educators...add a comment to any video 

or PDF on the right side of the page after double clicking. Feel free to raise 

questions, add comments, and share teaching ideas! 

 

How else can the Pulitzer Center support your teaching? 

 

1. Schedule a Skype with a journalist. We work with 150+ journalists every year, 

and they can speak about nearly any geographic or topical area you are studying 

in your classroom. 

2. Participate in our annual student writing contests: 

○ Local Letters for Global Change, our fall letter writing contest 

○ Fighting Words, our spring poetry writing contest 

3. Explore our growing archive of lesson plans on global issues and news literacy. 

4. Subscribe to our weekly education newsletter to be the first to know about new 

resources and opportunities! 

5. Explore more ways to partner. We also offer workshops, in-person journalist 

visits, professional development opportunities, unit plans, and more. Reach out 

to us at education@pulitzercenter.org to discuss how we can support your goals! 
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